Please join us for the PROM/SE Summer Science Institute. Spend time delving deeply within one content area in courses taught by experts in K-12 science education. Institute participants will develop a deeper scientific knowledge for teaching.

**WHO CAN PARTICIPATE?** PROM/SE Science Associates, as well as teachers from PROM/SE buildings.

**REGISTRATION:** Please register early. Space is limited. *Registration deadline is May 12.* Extra registration forms can be downloaded at www.promse.msu.edu. Return completed form to your PROM/SE site coordinator as indicated on the form.

**IS THERE A COST?** There is no charge to attend. A daily stipend of $75 will be paid to registered participants who attend the entire day and sign in/out.

**HOTEL:** For those traveling more than 50 miles one-way, please contact your PROM/SE site representative for more details.

**CREDITS:** CEUs are available at no charge. Two university graduate credits (pending approval) are available for an extra fee. To be eligible for CEUs or credit, participants must attend the entire institute. University credit requires completion of extra assignments.

**ABOUT PROM/SE:** Supported by the National Science Foundation, PROM/SE is a comprehensive research and development effort to improve mathematics and science teaching and learning in grades K-12, based on assessment of students and teachers, improvement of standards and frameworks, and capacity building with teachers and administrators. PROM/SE has six partners in Michigan and Ohio: Calhoun ISD, MI; High AIMS Consortium, OH; Ingham ISD, MI; Michigan State University; SMART Consortium, OH; and St. Clair County RESA, MI. For more information about PROM/SE and a full calendar of learning opportunities, visit www.promse.msu.edu.

PROM/SE is supported by the National Science Foundation under cooperative agreement EHR-0314866.